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Abstract 

We consider auditory distance perception of a moving 
observer and its relevance for the perception of stationary 
and moving sources. We begin with a review of some of 
the acoustic cues to source distance, focusing on the 
dynamic cues available under observer translation (motion 
parallax and acoustic tau). We report an experiment 
indicating the level of accuracy with which stationary and 
translating observers are able to localize stationary sources 
from 2 to 6 m away. Given the significant errors 
associated with these near distances, it would appear that 
the perceptual assessment of the 3-0 trajectory of a real or 
virtual source, especially a distant one, is likely to be 
substantially in error. Even so, motion parallax and 
acoustic tau are informative about the relative motion 
between observer and source. 

1 . 0  Introduction 

Within the last several years, a number of virtual 
acoustic displays have come into existence [I], thus 
opening up a range of interesting possiblities for 
effectively displaying information to human operators in 
ways not possible before, not to mention their potential 
for furthering basic research on auditory space perception 
[2, 31. Wenzel [I] reviews a number of these possible 
applications, some involving non-mobile users and 
others, mobile users. An example of the latter is 
providing pilots with an auditory representation of other 
aircraft in the vicinity, including those that are potential 
collision targets. 

Another potential application is as part of the user 
interface of a navigation aid for the visually impaired [3, 
41. A test bed for such a system is now in the 
development stage by the second author and his colleagues 
[5] and will be used to assess the potential of such a 
system and to identify the major obstacles to its success. 
As one display option, we will be evaluating a virtual 
acoustic display. With such a display, the navigation 

system will lead the traveler along specified routes by 
means of virtual auditory beacons appearing perceptually 
in front of the traveler; furthermore, the system will 
indicate the positions of landmarks by having their labels, 
spoken by speech synthesizer, appear as virtual sounds at 
their correct locations within the auditory space of the 
traveler. 

Critical to developing a sense of surrounding 3-D space 
and of moving targets within it is the auditory perception 
of distance. Most of the research on the auditory 
localization of emitted sound has been concerned with 
directional localization (e.g., [6-91) and will not be 
discussed here. At a minimum, the auditory perception of 
distance involves externalization of the sound (perceiving 
the sound extracranially). This is an important issue for 
virtual acoustics and one that has received considerable 
attention over the years [I,  3, 10-161 . Assuming that the 
display is effective enough to promote externalization, the 
important question is whether sounds at different distances 
can be localized with any accuracy. 

1.1 Static Distance Cues 

A number of potential distance cues have been 
identified, some informative about absolute (egocentric) 
distance to a source and some informative only about the 
relative distances of two sources [17]. For an observer 
whose head is stationary, there are several potential 
monaural distance cues. The most important of these is 
sound level, which in an anechoic environment falls off 
by 6 dB with each doubling of distance [18, 191. If source 
intensity is known to the listener, then familiar sound 
level can serve as an absolute distance cue, but if source 
intensity is unknown, sound level can serve only as a 
relative distance cue. Studies by Mershon and King [17] 
and others (cited in [18]) have demonstrated that the sound 
level of unfamiliar sounds does contribute to auditory 
perceived distance. Other static monaural cues are spectral 
content and the proportion of reverberant to direct sound, 
both of which have been shown to influence perceived 
distance [lo, 17,20-251. 
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Going from monaural to binaural listening (with the optic flow literature [35], motion parallax can be used 
stationary head) adds a potential cue [261, but M o h o  [271 to infer the distance of a stationary source only if the 
has shown it to be ineffective when a tone source was observer can partial out the changes in azimuth due to 
used. Head rotations provide still additional range head rotation. 
information [281, but Simpson and Stanton [29] showed 
that head rotations do not improve the accuracy of distance 
judgments. A s3 

1.2 Dynamic Cues Resulting from Translation /t. 
Translation of the observer greatly increases the 

distance information available (subject to several 
assumptions). In analogy with what is known about 
optic flow and visual space perception (e.g., [30, 31]), at 
least two distinct types of "acoustic flow" information 
about distance can be identified [32]. One, absolute 
motion parallax, is the change in angular direction of a 
point source occasioned by the observer's translation. As 
can be seen in Figure 1, a displacement S of the observer 
causes the stationary source S1 (assumed to be at ear-level) 
to undergo the depicted change in azimuth from a, to a2. 
As is true of any method of triangulation, if the observer 
can assume the source to be stationary, can sense the 
change in azimuth of the source during the displacement, 
and knows the size of the displacement (or velocity), the 
observer can in principle compute the distance D of the 
source: 

S sin(a,) 
D =  sin(a2 - a,) 

What happens if the assumption of stationarity is 
relaxed?  sure 1 shows two other sources as well, S2 
moving concomitantly with the observer and Sg moving 
concomitantly in the opposite direction. If these sources 
were to move such that their changes in azimuth were 
precisely the same as that for S, ,  then the observer would 
have no means of distinguishing between them using 
azimuthal changes alone. (It is also the case that the 
variation in sound level is the same for the three cases, 
although absolute level differs.) This is to say that 
different combinations of distance and motion trajectory 
give rise to identical acoustic flow, a point well 
recognized in the analogous case involving optic flow [30, 
33, 341. Thus, perceiving the distance of a target from 
parallax alone is possible only under the assumption of 
stationarity; the more difficult problem of sensing the 3-D 
trajectory of a moving sound source is impossible without 
additional constraints. 

Distance perception using motion parallax also requires 
that the observer be able to sense the changing azimuth of 
the target. Clearly if the observer's head were to rotate at 
the same time that it is translating, the changing azimuth 
of the source relative to the head would not by itself be 
informative about source distance. Again in analogy with 

Figure 1. Stationary source S1 undergoes a 
change in azimuth (from a1 to a2 )  as the 
observer translates through a distance S. By 
assuming the source to be stationary, an 
observer can use the change in azimuth (motion 
parallax) to compute the source distance D. 
Note, however, that moving sources S1 and S 2  
produce the same motion parallax. 

Finally, accurate perception of the distance of a 
stationary source, even when observers can partial out 
azimuthal changes due to rotation, requires that the 
observer know hisher own velocity (or displacements 
over time). Evidence of accurate perception of actively- 
controlled walking comes from studies on visually-directed 
action [36-391. 

The other "acoustic flow" cue that is informative about 
source distance is "acoustic tau" [32,40-431, an analog of 
the optic variable, tau, which is the ratio of the angular 
extent of a target divided by its angular rate of expansion 
[31]. When an observer and visible target are closing at a 



constant rate toward an eventual collision (observer and/or 
target is moving), optic tau specifies time-to-collision. 
Acoustic tau at a given moment is expressible as 

21 T=- 
dYdt ' 

where I is sound intensity at the observer [41]. Like optic 
tau, acoustic tau specifies time-to-collision for a constant 
closure velocity between observer and source. Acoustic 
tau is informative about source distance only if the 
observer knows the closure velocity. 

Ashmead and LeRoy [40] demonstrated that acoustic 
tau can be used by observers in perceiving the distance of 
stationary targets. In a control condition, observers heard 
noise bursts from sources ranging in distance from 5 to 19 
m while standing with the head stationary at an origin. 
After extinction of the sound, observers attempted to walk 
blindfolded without additional auditory cues from the 
origin to the location where the source had been. This 
"open loop walking" response has previously been used as 
an effective means of assessing visually perceived distance 
[37-391. 

In the movement conditions. the observer walked along 
a 1.5 m line that terminated at the origin of stationary 
listening. The sounds were presented while the observer 
walked blindfolded along this path, which was collinear 
with the source. After extinction of the sound, the 
observer executed the same open-loop response as in the 
stationary listening condition. Sound level was reduced in 
its reliability as a cue by randomly varying source 
intensity from trial to trial. Lacking absolute sound level 
as a reliable cue, the nine adult observers showed 
considerable improvement in the accuracy of their walking 
responses from the control to the tau condition. This 
result indicates that acoustic tau is used by observers as a 
cue to distance. Mean walking performance in the tau 
condition was quite accurate--mean signed error was less 
than 10% of source distance except for the nearest 
distances where overshooting of about 20% occurred. 

The experiment we repon is quite similar to that of 
Ashmead and LeRoy but differs in several important 
respects. We varied the initial source azimuth (to permit 
use of acoustic tau, motion parallax, or both in the 
translation conditions), source intensity was not varied 
from one trial to the next (making sound level a reliable 
distance cue), and source distance ranged from only 2 to 6 
m. Some reverberation was present under these 
conditions. 

2 .0  Experiment 

2.1 Method 

The experiment was conducted outdoors in a grassy area 
approximately 20 m from the nearest building. Ambient 

noise was minimized by conducting the experiment during 
off hours. As depicted in the top panel of Figure 2, 
sources were located at distances of 2,4 and 6 m from the 
"origin" and at azimuths of 0°, 30'. 60°, and 90". relative 
to the initial facing direction of the observer. 

The blindfolded observers were either stationary during 
stimulus presentation or allowed to walk 2 or 4 meters. 
In the movement conditions, observers were positioned 
approximately 3 or 5 meters from the origin and walked 
toward the origin, during which the stimulus was 
presented for either the final 2 or 4 m, respectively. The 
observer lightly grasped a guide rope while walking and 
stopped when the sound terminated. In the stationary 
condition, the observer was positioned at the origin, 
facing the 0" source axis. In all conditions, after the 
sound had been extinguished and the observer was standing 
still, the observer put on a pair of sound-attenuating ear 
protectors and then attempted to walk to the source. The 
distance and direction of the observer's terminal position 
relative to the origin were measured by an ultrasonic range 
finder and electronic compass, which were mounted on a 
tripod. 

The stimulus used was a 20 Hz pulsetrain, a sound that 
is highly localizable in direction. The signal was 
amplified and played through a 9 cm speaker mounted at 
ear level. Because of the directionality of the speaker, it 
was necessary for an assistant to continually aim the 
speaker at the observer on the movement trials using a 
tripod and sighting mechanism. The ambient sound level 
averaged 37 dB (A weighting) and the stimulus plus 
ambient background measured 45 dB (A weighting) at a 
distance of 1 m. 

Ten observers participated in the experiment for 
payment. Five were undergraduates, and five were 
graduate students. All reported having normal hearing and 
were naive as to the purpose of the experiment. 

Observers were blindfolded before approaching the 
workspace and remained so throughout the experiment. 
The observer practiced walking along the rope until able 
to walk at a normal pace. Five practice trials were given: 
three moving and two stationary. Source pressure was the 
same as on the actual trials; however, the source was 
positioned randomly at locations different from those used 
in the experiment proper. No feedback was given as to 
how well the observer had localized the source. 

In the experiment proper, each subject participated in 
36 randomized trials, representing 12 source locations 
crossed with the three conditions. The experimenter was 
located at the sound generating equipment and the 
assistant, at the speaker tripod. The experimenter 
positioned the observer (still wearing the sound 
attenuators) at the starting position on the guide rope. 
After the assistant had positioned the source at one of the 



locations, the observer was signaled to remove the 
attenuators and informed as to whether the trial was 
stationary or moving. On stationary trials, the stimulus 
was presented for 3.0 sec. On movement trials, the 
observer started walking along the guide rope on "go." 
The stimulus turned on when the observer reached the 2 or 
4 m marker and turned off when the observer passed 
through the origin. The observer stopped walking after 
the stimulus had been extinguished and put on the 
attenuators. 

The observer paused for approximately 1 sec after 
donning the attenuators, giving the assistant time to move 
the speaker out of the way. The observer then walked to 
the perceived location of the source. The experimenter 
placed the measurement tripod at the origin and measured 
the distance and direction of the observer. At this point, 
the observer was led passively to the start point of the 
next trial. The observer received no feedback of any kind 
about hisher performance. 

The distance that the observer had walked past the 
origin and the time elapsed between stimulus onset and 
the observer reaching the origin were also recorded. The 
mean overshoot was 76 cm in the 2m condition, and 62 
cm in the 4m condition. Stimulus duration on the 
stationary trials was approximately 3 sec. The mean 
durations on the 2 and 4 m movement trials were 1.96 and 
3.48 sec, respectively. 

2.2 Results 

The lower three panels of Figure 2 give the results for 
the stationary, 2 m, and 4 m conditions, respectively. 
The source locations are given by the solid symbols in 
correspondence with the upper panel. The centroids of the 
terminal locations of the walking responses are given by 
the unfilled symbols. The error bars represent the standard 
errors of the mean of the x and y coordinates of these 
terminal locations. Note that when the source was 
positioned along the 0' line, acoustic tau alone was 
available as a dynamic distance cue. For all other 
directions, both motion parallax and acoustic tau 
information were available. 

For all three panels and azimuths, the ordering of the 
centroids in distance from the origin is correct with respect 
to that of the source locations. The figure indicates 
reasonable agreement between the target locations and the 
corresponding response centroids. Also apparent in the 
two movement conditions for non-zero azimuths is a clear 
indication of directional error; this surely is a consequence 
of overshooting the origin. 

Figure 3 gives the mean walked distances to the three 
target distances, averaged over azimuths and observers. 
These walked distances were measured from the terminal 
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Figure 2. Experimental results. The top panel 
gives the configuration of source locations. The 
lower three panels give the mean indicated locations 
in the three conditions. 



point of each response to the initial point (which 
coincided with the origin only in the stationary condition). 
The solid curves represent power functions fit to the data 
of the three conditions; the uppermost curve is for the 
stationary condition and the lowermost curve is for the 2 
m walking condition. 

Static 
7007 A Dynamic-2m 4, , 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
Physical Distance 

Figure 3. Mean indicated distance for the three 
conditions, averaged over source azimuth. 

Figure 3 indicates a clear tendency to overshoot the 
near targets and to undershoot the far targets. A within- 
subjects ANOVA revealed a modest effect of condition, 
F(2.18) = 3.98, p <.05, which shows up in the figure 
mostly as a tendency to walk slightly farther in the 
stationary condition, especially at the near distances. The 
only other significant effect was that due to target 
distance, F(3.27) = 36.59, p <.001. The failure to find an 
interaction between condition and azimuth means that 
there is no clear differential effect of acoustic tau vs. 
motion parallax. 

3 . 0  Discussion 

Performance was only slightly better in the two 
walking conditions than in the stationary conditions 
signifying that the dynamic cues of motion parallax and 
acoustic tau supplement only slightly the static cues of 
sound level and reverberation that were present in the 
experimental setting. Ashmead and LeRoy [40] obtained a 
larger effect of observer motion (where only acoustic tau 
was available as a dynamic cue), but their observers had 

available a less reliable sound level cue in the two 
conditions. 

The accuracy of auditory distance perception, as 
indicated by open-loop walking in the present experiment 
and in that by Ashmead and LeRoy [401, falls short of 
what is observed when observers perform the same open- 
loop walking response (without vision) after viewing 
targets binocularly; in the vision experiments, systematic 
error is on the order of tens of centimeters for targets 
ranging from 4 to 22 m [37-391, and the accuracy of the 
response to individual targets by individual observers is 
much better than it is in these a u d i t o ~  experiments. The 
presence of significant error at these short distances 
suggests that accurate perception of far source distances is 
unlikely to ensue with virtual displays simulating natural 
sounds, even when observers know that the virtual sounds 
represent stationary landmarks. However, pessimism is 
not completely warranted, for it is possible that virtual 
displays can augment natural distance cues with coding by 
pitch or familar speech sounds (whispering, shouting, etc; 
[44]) or that observers will be able to learn to make 
effective use of the dynamic cues under the assumption 
that the virtual sources are stationary. 

Using virtual acoustic displays to portray moving 
targets to a moving observer becomes problematic if 
distance to the virtual source is not correctly perceived. 
With respect to visual space perception, Gogel [34, 451 
has shown that misperceiving the distance of a visual 
target or misperceiving one's own motion has predictable 
effects on the perceived 3-D trajectory. Both types of error 
can make stationary targets appear to move, can make 
moving targets appear stationary, and can induce 
misperception of the 3-D trajectories of moving targets. 
As Mershon and Hutson [46] and Cox [47] have 
demonstrated, Gogel's analysis applies to audition as well; 
thus, misperceptions of the trajectories of stationary and 
moving sound sources are to be expected on the basis of 
errors in auditory distance perception and errors in 
perceived self-motion. For example, Figure 4 shows that 
if a stationary source is perceived to be closer than it 
actually is and if the observer correctly senses the 
changing azimuth of the source and perceives hisher self- 
motion correctly, then the apparent source will appear to 
move along with the observer: similarly, if the source 
appears more distant than it is, it will appear to move in a 
direction opposite to the observer. (Some of the apparent 
motions depicted in Figure 4 correspond to the physical 
motions of the sources in Figure 1 that produce the same 
binaural stimulation as the stationary source.) 
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